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Abstract 300 words:
This paper approaches the question of interconnectivity of cities, integrating Design and Organisational Change in the context of a PhD research project, having as subject, five cases studies from Lisbon’s City Hall.

Knowledge gap
Public organizations have been increasingly resorting to design and design principles to access and incorporate knowledge about citizens’ needs and to improve citizen engagement with government (Mureddu & Osimo, 2019; Park-lee, 2020). These efforts have led to co-creating policies (McGann & Wells, 2019) and new positions, such as Chief Design Officer for Helsinki (2016) followed by Los Angeles (2018). Despite these indicators for the role of design in public sector innovation and organizational change, research on how design relates to organizational change remains limited. (Deserti, Rizzo, 2014, 2017; Sangiorgi, 2015)
In its turn, despite widely covered, the needed organizational change for ensuring sustainable answers to increasingly complex challenges, may demand novel approaches since its success rate is below 30% (Al-Haddad & Kotnour, 2015). Design may be part of the solution as it implies change (Simon, 1969), while organizations may be a subject of design (Buchanan, 2008; Junginger, 2018).

Research Approach
Extensive literature review in both areas will focus on outcomes to create an integrated research model based on grounded theory along with case study methodology. This
approach is chosen to tackle the scarcity of research outputs on organizational change and design in public organizations, and to develop the set of variables needed to establish the dashboard that, beyond a research tool, may potentially support organizational change efforts in public organizations’ context.

This paper will focus on a specific dimension of the referred dashboard: skills. The investigation will superimpose Kanter (2000) change leaders’ skills, with Michlewski designers’ skills (2015), and the skills identified as relevant and emerging from the five case studies of Lisbon’s City Hall, today.
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